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CAUTION.—The word "Trocadero," as used by CARTER'S REGISTER, refers to the CORTNER GROUP, not to the actual name of the establishment. The correct usage is to refer to the establishment as "Trocadero."
Lothian Intermediate Crimson Stock, and the
commissioners of the Horticultural Society of Thame, showed a vast number of cut flowers of that fine old plant, Tropaeolum tuberosum, which seems destined to become a popular cut flower in the open air. A Cultural Commandant, Mr. B. W. J. Haines, and Mr. R. S. Williams also contributed, together with Mr. Bull and Messrs. Veitch, a pretty display of the wonderful species of Physostegia viridis with their cordulae with two nice spikes, Dendrobium crystallinum, and the lovely D. bigibbnum, Maxillaria,